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Restructuring, Competition and
Regulatory Reform in the U.S.
Electricity Sector
Paul L. Joskow

conomical and reliable supplies of electricitymake possible many of the
services that we associate with modern life. From electric lights and microwave ovens to television, telephones and computers, electricity is a critical
input supporting a wide range of consumption, transportation and production activities. The electricity sector is also a major manufacturing sector, accounting for
about $210 billion of annual sales, about $40 billion in annual investment and
35 percent of U.S. primary energy use.
For nearly a century, the electricity sector in all countries has been thought of
as a "natural" monopoly industry, where efficient production of electricity required
reliance on public or private monopoly suppliers subject to government regulation
of prices, entry, investment, service quality and other aspects of firm behavior. But
dramatic changes are now taking place in the structure of electric power sectors
around the world. The changes are designed to foster competition in the generating
segment of the industry and to reform the regulation of the transmission and distribution functions, which continue to be viewed as natural monopolies. In the
United States, reforms are being introduced most quickly in California and the
Northeast, but many other states are moving quickly to introduce competition and
reform regulation. Pilot programs that unbundle retail prices into separate generation, transmission, distribution and transition cost charges and that allow retail
consumers to choose among a large number of competing generation service suppliers are already underway in New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Illinois. California, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and perhaps other states are
expected to give large numbers of retail consumers the opportunity to choose
among competing electricity suppliers as early as 1998.
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Structural and regulatory reform of the electricity sectors in the U.S. and other
countries is following the basic model previously applied to network industries such
as telephones and natural gas. Potentially competitive segments (the generation of
electricity) are being separated structurally or functionally from natural monopoly
segments (the physical transmission and distribution of electricity). Prices for, entry
to and exit from the competitive segments are being deregulated, and consumers
are given the opportunity to choose among competing suppliers. Services provided
by the natural monopoly segments are being unbundled from the supply of competitive services, nondiscriminatory access to "essential" network facilities mandated and prices for use of these facilities determined by new regulation mechanisms that are designed to control costs better than traditional rate-of-return regulation procedures.
While the basic model for structural and regulatory reform in electricity is fairly
straightforward,the details of the institutional reforms that are necessary to improve
on the performance of the present U.S. system are complex. Moreover, much of
the pressure for reform in the United States reflects rent-seeking behavior by various interest groups pursuing private agendas that may not alwaysbe consistent with
efficiency goals. At the same time, there are good public interest reasons to believe
that structural and regulatory reforms that foster competition can lead to real cost
savings in the long run if appropriate supporting institutional arrangements are
put in place. Because of the critical role that economical and reliable supplies of
electricity play in our economy, there is a profound public interest in ensuring that
these reforms improve rather than degrade the performance of the electricity sector
over the long run.
This paper discusses the electricity sector reforms that are taking place in the
United States. The first half of the paper discusses the physical attributes of electric
power networks: the industrial and regulatory structure that emerged during the
last century to govern resource allocation in the sector, the performance attributes
of the sector and the sources of the pressures for reform. The second half of the
paper discusses a number of issues that must be confronted to create efficient competitive markets for generation services and to reform the regulation of the residual
monopoly segments to support the efficient evolution of the competitive segments
that must rely on them.

The Organization of the Electric Power Sector in the United States
The basic structure of the U.S. electricity sector and its regulation is discussed
in detail elsewhere Joskow and Schmalensee, 1983, 1986; Joskow, 1989, 1996). I
provide only a very brief description here as background for the discussion of the
reforms presently underway. Electricity is supplied to consumers in the United
States by investor-owned or publicly owned (municipal, state and federal) utilities
that have de facto exclusive franchises to sell electricity to retail customers in specific
geographic areas. The discussion here focuses on the investor-owned segment of
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the industry, which accounts for over 75 percent of U.S. retail electricity sales and
is the major focus of the reforms taking place in the United States.
Today, retail consumers must buy their electricity from the regulated monopoly supplier that has the legal right to distribute electricity at their locations. These
franchised monopolies have a legal obligation to supply and to plan for the needs
of all retail customers within their franchise areas and to make electricity available
at prices approved by state regulatory commissions. Most utilities have historically
met their obligations to supply by owning and operating all of the facilities required
to supply a complete "bundled" electricity product to retail customers. That is, the
typical utility is vertically integrated into four primary electricity supply functions:
generation, transmission, distribution and retailing.
The generation of electricity involves the creation of electric energy using
falling water, internal combustion engines, steam turbines powered with steam
produced with fossil fuels, nuclear fuel and various renewable fuels, wind driven
turbines and photovoltaic technologies. The distribution of electricity to residences and businesses at relatively low voltages relies on wires and transformers
along and under streets and other rights of way. The distribution function typically involves both the provision of the services of the distribution "wires" to
consumers as well as a set of retailing functions, including making arrangements
for supplies of power from generators, metering, billing and various demand
management services. These retailing functions have typically been viewed as an
integral component of the distribution function. The transmissionof electricity
involves the use of wires, transformers and substation facilities to effect the high
voltage "transportation" of electricity between generating sites and distribution
centers, which includes the interconnection and integration of dispersed generating facilities into a stable synchronized AC (alternating current) network,
the scheduling and dispatching of generating facilities that are connected to the
transmission network to balance the demand and supplies of electricity in real
time, and the management of equipment failures, network constraints and relations with other interconnected electricity networks.
Several key attributes of the supply and demand for electricity have important
implications for whether and how competition can be introduced. The demand for
electricity varies widely from hour to hour during an individual day and from day
to day over the year, and electricity cannot be stored or inventoried economically
by consumers or distributors. As a result, the generation and consumption of electrical energy must be balanced continuously to maintain the frequency, voltage and
stability of an electric power network and to avoid sudden losses of power.
Although generation and transmission are typically discussed as separate segments of the vertical supply chain, there are important operating and investment
complementarities between them that explain the evolution of an industry structure
based on vertical integration of generation and transmission (Joskow and Schmalensee, 1983;Joskow, 1996a). The transmission system is not simply a transportation
network that moves power from individual generating stations to demand centers,
but a complex "coordination" system that integrates a large number of generating
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facilities dispersed over wide geographic areas to provide a reliable flow of electricity
to dispersed demand nodes while adhering to tight physical requirements to maintain network frequency, voltage and stability.
Electric power networks are not switched networks like railroad or telephone
networks, where a supplier makes a physical delivery of a product at point A, and
it is then physically transported to a specific customer at point B. A free flowing AC
network is an integrated physical machine that follows the laws of physics (Kirchoff's
laws). When a generator turns on and off, it affects system conditions throughout
the interconnected network. A failure of a major piece of equipment in one part
of the network can affect the stability of the entire system. Efficient and effective
remedial responses to equipment failures can involve coordinated reactions of multiple generators located far from the site of the failure. Finally, there is generally
no meaningful direct physical relation between the electric power produced by a
specific generator connected to the network and a specific customer taking energy
from the network. This creates significant challenges for accurately measuring and
settling consumer and generator financial obligations in a competitive electricity
market.
The primary economic rationale for vertical integration between generation
and transmission is that it internalizes within an organization the operating and
investment complementarities between these supply functions, with their associated
potential public goods and externality problems. Vertical integration also responds
to challenges that decentralized market mechanisms face; for example, coordinating the efficient operation of generation and transmission capacity in real time in
response to continuously changing demand and supply conditions, the need to
balance the supply of generation and electricity consumption continuously at every
point on the network, and the accurate measurement and billing of consumers and
suppliers for injections to and withdrawals from the network. However, vertical
integration between the network functions that have natural monopoly characteristics and the generation function effectively turns the supply of generating service
into a monopoly as well, even if, as is the case in the United States, there are
numerous generating plants connected to the network and limited economies of
scale associated with generation per se in isolation from the coordination functions
performed by the network (Joskow and Schmalensee, 1983). In turn, this leads to
the extension of government regulation and any inefficiencies it entails, to the
prices, costs and investment decisions related to the generation segment, which is
potentially competitive.
It is sometimes argued that one reason that creating a separate competitive
generation sector now makes sense is that the generation of electricity is no
longer a natural monopoly as a consequence of technological change. This view
is incorrect. Generation per se has not really been a strong natural monopoly
requiring very large generating companies spanning a large fraction of regional
wholesale power markets for many years (Joskow and Schmalensee, 1983). Just
look at the United States, where hundreds of utilities own and operate generating plants, with little evidence that huge generating companies are necessary
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to exploit available economies of scale. Cheap natural gas and the new aeroderivative combined-cycle generating technology (CCGT) have certainly significantly reduced the minimum efficient scale of new generating facilities, reduced
planning and construction lead times and facilitated siting as well. These developments have increased the feasibility of creating competitive generation markets quickly, but have not fundamentally transformed a sector with natural monopoly characteristics to one where these characteristics are completely absent.
Rather, it is the attributes of the transmission network and its ability to aggregate
and facilitate the efficient operation of generating facilities dispersed over wide
geographic areas, over time frames from seconds to decades, that has played the
most important role in defining the vertical and horizontal structure of this
industry.
While the investor-owned utilities in the United States are typically vertically
integrated into generation, transmission and distribution, there are over 100 of
them serving specific geographic areas. They vary widely in size. In addition,
thousands of relatively small unintegrated public and cooperative distribution entities exist that buy power from unaffiliated generating and transmission entities.
The decentralized industry structure that has emerged in the United States is not
ideally matched to the physical attributes of the electric power networks that have
evolved over time. From a physical perspective, the U.S. sector (combined with
portions of Canada and northern Mexico) is composed of three large synchronized
AC networks, the Eastern Interconnection, the Western Interconnection and the
Texas Interconnection. These three networks are not each under the physical control of a single network operator. Instead, there are roughly 150 separate "control
areas" superimposed on the three networks where individual vertically integrated
utilities or groups of utilities operating through power pooling arrangements are
responsible for generator dispatch, network operations and maintaining reliability
on specific portions of the networks.
To harmonize and rationalize the dispersed ownership and control of facilities
that are physically interconnected and whose operations have impacts on facilities
in remote control areas, the U.S. industry has developed a complex set of operating
protocols-bilateral and multilateral agreements designed to maintain reliability,
to facilitate coordinated operations, to facilitate trades of power between control
areas and to minimize free-riding problems. These operating protocols, developed
by a hierarchy of cooperative "technical" organizations, are essential for the reliable and efficient operation of synchronized networks when there are many hands
on the wheel.
The decentralized structure of the U.S. electricity sector has also led to the
development of competitive wholesale markets through which utilities buy and sell
electricity among one another to reduce the costs of supplying their franchise customers. Wholesale power transactions and supporting transmission or "wheeling"
arrangements are regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
Wholesale trade expanded rapidly in the 1970s, initially in response to large differences in the short-run marginal cost of hydroelectric coal, oil and natural gas
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generating units, as well as variations in demand and capacity availability among
utilities in the same region.
The Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA), which required
utilities to buy power from cogenerators and small power producers using renewable fuels (Joskow, 1989, 1996), significantly spurred long-term contracts between
vertically integrated utilities and certain types of independent generating companies. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 and state programs requiring utilities to meet
additional generation needs through competitive bidding further expanded opportunities for independent power producers to sell electricity to utilities for resale.
The independent producers account for only about 8 percent of U.S. generating
capacity, but essentially all of that has been created since 1980, and in the last few
years, independent producers have accounted for more than 50 percent of annual
generating capacity additions.

Indust"y Performance and Pressures For Reform
To understand why electricity sector reform is taking place now, it is natural
to look first at the performance of the industry as a stimulus for reform. However,
the electric power sector in the United States has performed fairly well. In particular, it supplies electricity with high levels of reliability; investment in new capacity
has been readily financed to keep up with (or often exceed) demand growth; system
losses (both physical and those due to theft of service) are low; and electricity is
available virtually universally. This contrasts sharply with the performance of the
electricity sectors in many other countries. The average price of electricity in the
United States today is about 6.9 cents/kWh. The average price charged to residential customers is about 8.4 cents/Kwh, and the price to industrial customers is about
4.7 cents/kWh. The difference between the residential and industrial prices largely
reflects differences in load factor and the voltage level at which electricity is supplied. These prices are at the low end of the range of prices for OECD countries
and have been falling in real terms for the last decade.
Despite these generally favorable performance attributes, there are a variety of
apparent inefficiencies that are targets of opportunity for structural and regulatory
reforms.
In the short run, the current system does a good job efficiently dispatching
generating plants, making cost-reducing energy trades between generating utilities,
maintaining network reliability, and dealing with congestion and emergencies. Restructuring for competition and regulatory reform is unlikely to lead to significant
short-run cost savings.
However, medium-run efficiency gains may be associated with improving the
operating performance of the existing stock of generating facilities and increasing
the productivity of labor operating these facilities. The operating performance of
both fossil and nuclear units varies widely even after controlling for age, size and
fuel attributes, and some utilities have performance that lags behind industry norms
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(Joskow and Schmalensee, 1987). In addition, regulatory cost recovery rules may
encourage utilities to continue to operate generating plants even though it would
be economical to close them. Other countries that have restructured their electricity sectors have experienced significant improvements in labor productivity. For
example, the number of workers that have been shed by the electricity sector in
England and Wales since the 1990 privatization and restructuring is quite impressive
(Newbery and Pollitt, 1996). The potential gains from improvements in labor productivity and wage concessions must be kept in perspective, however. In the United
States, wages and benefits account for only about 12 percent of the total cost of
supplying electricity, and labor productivity is higher in the U.S. electricity sector
than it was prior to reform in the countries that subsequently went through a restructuring process. Overall, my sense is that the opportunities for costs savings in
the United States in the medium run are significant, but not enormous.
The most important opportunities for cost savings are associated with long-run
investments in generating capacity. The cost of building reasonably comparable generating facilities varies significantly. These variations have been revealed most starkly
in the context of nuclear generating facilities (Lester and McCabe, 1993), but appear
as well in large fossil-fuel generating plants (Joskow and Rose, 1985). Significant
variations also exist in the speed with which utilities have adopted new generating
technologies (Rose and Joskow, 1990). Indeed, it is evident that PURPA's requirement that utilities contract with certain independent power suppliers, combined with
competitive generation procurement programs in the late 1980s, helped to stimulate
the technological innovation in combined-cycle generating technology (CCGT) using natural gas as a fuel. Finally, traditional regulatory pricing principles, based on
the prudent investment standard and recovery of investment costs, implicitly allocates
most of the market risks associated with investments in generating capacity to consumers rather than producers. Once regulators approve the construction costs of a
generating plant or the terms of an energy supply contract, these costs (amortized
in the case of capital investments) continue to be included in regulated prices over
the life of the investment or contract, independent of whether the market values of
these commitments rise or fall over time as energy prices, technology, and supply
and demand conditions change. Accordingly, regulated prices reflect current market
values of electricity only by accident.
While potential performance improvements in these and other dimensions
represent plausible "public interest" motivations for structural and regulatory reform in the United States, they are not the primary stimulus to reform today. As
White (1997) has explored in detail, the primary stimulus for reform of the U.S.
electricity sector is the gap that exists in some parts of the United States between
the implicit price of generation services embedded in regulated bundled electricity
prices and the "unbundled" price of generation services that would be available
in the wholesale market if consumers could buy it directly, paying the local utility
only for transmission and distribution costs.
As noted earlier, the average price of electricity at retail is about
6.9 cents/kWh. Of that price, about 3.8 cents/kWh is associated with the costs of
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TableI
Average Electricity Prices for Selected States, 1995
(cents/kWh)
State
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York
Virginia
Florida
Indiana
Wisconsin
Illinois
Texas
Arizona
Oregon
California
U.S. Average

All Sectors

Residential

Industrial

10.3
10.5
10.8
6.3
7.1
5.3
5.4
7.7
6.1
6.2
4.7
9.9
6.9

11.4
12.0
14.0
7.9
7.8
6.8
7.2
10.4
7.7
9.1
5.5
11.6
8.4

8.6
8.1
5.6
4.0
5.2
3.9
3.8
5.3
4.0
5.3
3.5
7.5
4.7

Source:U.S. Energy Information Administration, ElectricPowerAnnual 1995, Volume 1, p. 39.

generating electricity and the rest with transmission, distribution, and unallocated
general and administrative expenses. However, the averages reflect wide regional
differences in regulated electricity prices, as shown in Table 1. In the Northeast
and California, the average price of electricity is around 10 cents/kWh, while in
Indiana it is about 5.5 cents/kWh, and in Oregon less than 5.0 cents/Kwh. Some
of this variation in prices can be explained by regional differences in fuel costs, the
mix of customers, average utilization rates and load factors, and differences in population density and construction costs. However, a large fraction of the variation in
prices reflects differences in the sunk costs of generation investments and longterm purchase power contracts made during the 1970s and 1980s.
As already noted, regulated retail prices reflect the amortization of the sunk
costs associated with past regulator-approved investments in generating plants (for
example, nuclear power plants) and prices paid for energy under long-term purchase contracts mandated by PURPA signed many years ago, when expectations
about fossil fuel prices and demand growth were very different from what eventually
transpired. Thus, in much of the northeast and California, the average cost of
generation services reflected in regulated retail prices is in the 6-7 cent/kWh
range, reflecting historical investments in nuclear power plants and high-priced
PURPA contracts that regulators required utilities to sign. In Indiana and Oregon,
the average cost of generation services reflected in retail prices is 2-3 cents/kWh,
reflecting low-cost coal-fired and hydroelectric generation resources, limited commitments to nuclear power and state regulatory policies that did not require utilities
to sign expensive long-term PURPA power supply contracts.
More importantly for understanding the source of the interest group pressures
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for reform, the short-run unregulatedprice of electricity in the wholesale market
today is about 2.5 cents/kWh, and the long-run marginal cost is in the 3-4 cents/
kWh range, reflecting a combination of excess generating capacity, the abundant
supply of cheap natural gas and the combined-cycle generating technology that can
transform natural gas into electricity very efficiently. Thus, in areas like the northeast and California, there is a "price gap" of 3-4 cents/kWh between the price of
generation service included in regulated retail rates and current and projected
wholesale market prices in these areas, while in other parts of the country the gap
is negligible or even negative. If generation services were instantly priced at current
and projected market values in those areas where the price gap is positive, the net
present value of the losses to utilities would be on the order of $100 billion.
Electricity sector reform efforts at the state level have been concentrated in
the states where the gap is largest (White, 1997; Joskow, 1996b). They have been
led by large industrial customers interested in lower electricity prices and by the
independent power providers and new electricity marketers who can profit if reforms allow them to sell directly to end-use customers at prevailing wholesale market prices and if these customers are relieved of their responsibility to pay for generating plant investments and long-term contractual commitments their local utility
made in conjunction with its historical public supply obligations. Not surprisingly,
with $100 billion at stake, this in turn has led to a heated debate about the allocation
of obligations for the existing sunk cost commitments between utilities, customers
and independent power producers who signed high-price, long-term contractsthe so-called "stranded cost" problem (Sidak and Spulber, 1996). FERC and most
state commissions that have dealt with stranded cost have allowed utilities to recover
these stranded costs in the form of nonbypassable access charges in return for utility
support and assistance in implementing competitive reforms quickly and, in a few
cases, in return for "voluntary" generation divestiture.

Major Issues in Restructuring the U.S. Electricity Sector
Let me now turn to some of the major institutional issues that arise as the
United States endeavors to implement regulatory and structural reforms aimed at
creating a more competitive market for the generation of electricity, shrinking the
domain of price and entry regulation and reforming the regulation of residual
monopoly services. The key technicalchallengeis to expand decentralizedcompetitionin
the supplyof generationservicesin a way that preservesthe operatingand investmentefficienciesthat are associatedwith verticaland horizontalintegration,while mitigating the
significantcoststhat the institutionof regulatedmonopolyhas created.
What is the Right Model?
Two basic models for promoting competition in the electricity sector have been
under discussion in the United States for the past several years. The first is the "portfolio manager model," in which the local distribution utility retains its traditional
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obligation to supply customers within its de facto exclusive franchise areas with bundled retail electricity service. However, in this model, the distributor relies on competitive procurement mechanisms to buy electricity from the lowest cost suppliers in
competitive wholesale markets rather than building new generating facilities to serve
growing electricity demand in its franchise area. The price for the electricity received
by retail consumers continues to be regulated since the consumers must buy their
electricity from the local monopoly distributor. But the regulation of the generation
cost component of the retail price would presumably be based on market price indicia rather, as in the traditional method, than trying to track the underlying accounting costs and performance of generating plants owned by the distributor. This
portfolio manager, or "wholesale competition model," was the frameworkenvisioned
by both the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA) and the Energy
Policy Act of 1992. It promotes both the continued growth of the independent power
sector and associated competitive wholesalemarkets and retains the traditional retail
monopoly over retail sales of electricity.
The second model is the "customer choice," or "retail wheeling" model. In
this model, retail customers can access the wholesale market directly by purchasing
unbundled distribution and transmission services from their local utility. Individual
consumers take on the obligation to arrange for their own generation service supplies with independent competing electricity suppliers. The electricity suppliers can
either be companies with physical generating assets or marketers that provide a
bundled product of generation service procurement and risk management services
(and no doubt will be calling us while we are having dinner). In this model, generators can sell energy in a competitive spot market, as well as arrange for longer
term financial contracts with electricity supply intermediaries or directly with retail
consumers. The role of local distributors is to provide "wires services" to retail
customers for "access" to the power market, as well as metering and billing services.
A network operator of some kind is responsible for operating (or owning and operating) the transmission network so that reliability is maintained and competition
to supply energy from competing generators can proceed efficiently. The prices for
these distribution and transmission services would still be subject to (better) regulation since they continue to be monopoly services.
Variations on the customer choice model have been adopted in England and
Wales, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Norway and elsewhere, although the retail
customers' freedom to choose has typically either been phased in over time or
limited to large customers. The restructuring initiative that began in California in
1994 has stimulated much more interest in the customer choice model in the
United States. This model is now guiding the restructuring for competition and
regulatory reform initiatives in California, New England, New York, Pennsylvania,
Illinois and other states and is the focus of legislation that has recently been introduced in the U.S. Congress.
The portfolio manager model involves the smallest changes in organizational
arrangements and retains the largest continuing role for regulation. In this model,
regulators will almost inevitably retain responsibility for supervising how utilities
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purchase generating capacity-especially if utilities continue to own and operate
their existing generating facilities. While competitive procurement mechanisms for
generation supplied by third parties could minimize regulatory supervision, there
remains room for considerable regulatory intervention into decisions about the
kinds of generating sources utilities will contract with and the prices that should
be paid. This creates considerable opportunities for regulatory mischief driven by
the kinds of interest group pressures that are partially responsible for the inefficiencies in the present system.
The customer choice model represents a much more dramatic change in utility
and regulatory responsibilities and in organizational and financial arrangements.
The major potential benefit of the customer choice model over the portfolio manager model is that by allowing end-use customers to manage their own electricity
supply, this approach substantially reduces the ability of regulators to control the
generation market, including service prices, entry to and exit from the generation
segment and the forms of the contractual arrangements that support new generation investments. In theory, the customer choice model reduces the domain of
regulation to the distribution and transmission segments and relies on market
forces to govern the performance of the generation segment, the segment where
performance has historically been the poorest and regulation-induced inefficiencies the largest.
Transmission Network Governance and Pricing Structures
All of the models for creating new competitive market structures in electricity
being discussed in the United States recognize that there must be a single network
operator responsible for controlling the physical operation of a control area, coordinating generator schedules, balancing demand for and supply of generation
services flowing over the network in real time and coordinating with neighboring
control areas. Also, the general agreement seems to be that it would be desirable
to consolidate the roughly 150 control areas that now exist into a smaller number
of regional control areas. However, there is much less agreement about precisely
what the network operator's function should be, what information it needs to perform its tasks well, the ownership structure of the network operator and how it
should be regulated.
Transmission pricing is a particularly challenging problem because of the existence of transmission constraints from time to time, complementarities between
generation and transmission, and potential network externalities arising from the
interrelationships between generators and demand at different locations on the
network (Hunt and Shuttleworth, 1996). We must get transmission pricing right to
decentralize competitive generation supply decisions efficiently over time and space
on an AC network. Two "pure" approaches are being pursued for organizing the
trading of energy on the network, the associated prices for transmission service and
the management of network congestion and reliability standards.
The "tradable physical rights" framework involves defining physical transmission rights to inject energy at one or more points on the network for "receipt" at
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one or more other points on the network. In practice, it could work in this way.
Engineering power flow models are used to determine the "available transmission
capacity" (ATC) of a particular transmission system based on a variety of assumptions about system conditions and reliability. ATC is essentially the capacity a specific transmission interface has to accommodate generator schedules for 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, with high probability. The rights to use the ATC over a
"contract path" from a set of injection points to one or more receipt points on the
network are then sold to generators, distributors, retail marketers or directly to
consumers, who can either use the rights themselves to buy and sell electricity on
the network or trade them to third parties for their use. If the demand to use an
interface rises beyond the ATC to handle all of the preferred schedules, the price
for the fixed quantity of rights to use that transmission interface will rise to balance
supply and demand.
The primary problem with this approach is that there is no unambiguous
way to define a full set of contingent delivery and receipt property rights from
one point on the network to another. The capacity to transfer power across
one interface depends on demand, generation and power schedules elsewhere
in the system, and thus it can vary widely with supply and demand conditions
on the network. To avoid significant conflicts between rights for simultaneous
use of different interfaces on the network, ATC must be defined conservatively
to reflect a set of "stressed" system conditions. As a result, during many hours,
more transmission capacity will be available for use than has been allocated to
users. There will also be conflicts of rights under certain system conditions,
when the capability of the network to accommodate schedules is less than the
quantity of usage rights that have been allocated to use it. In addition, for this
approach to work well, a set of transmission rights markets must evolve to operate in tandem with forward and real-time energy markets. The tradable physical rights approaches that are being proposed recognize these problems, but
argue that the approach can be employed without significant efficiency losses
since there is a relatively small number of transmission interfaces where congestion is a significant issue and that market mechanisms, monitoring and enforcement institutions can be created to assure that transmission rights markets
and energy markets clear efficiently (Walton and Tabors, 1996; Tabors, 1996;
Chao and Peck, 1996).
The second broad organizational framework, the "nodal pricing" approach,
follows directly from the work of my late colleague Fred Schweppe (1988) and has
been extended significantly by William Hogan (1992, 1993; Harvey, Hogan and
Pope, 1996). Basically, the network operator runs a set of day-ahead and hour-ahead
auction markets for energy (as well as the ancillary network support services required in any approach) and uses the bids submitted to it to derive a "least cost"
merit order schedule of generators selected to supply energy and an associated set
of market clearing prices, which take network constraints into account. On the
supply side, the network operator accepts supply bids from generators offering
supplies in the day-ahead and hour-ahead markets, or congestion reservation prices
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for generators or intermediaries seeking to schedule generators on the network
but who do not want to participate directly in the auction markets run by the
network operator.
On the demand side, customers articulate their willingness to pay for electricity, which includes their willingness to contract or expand their use at different
times as price varies. The network operator then feeds the generator supply and
customer demand bids into an optimization program that takes into account network operating constraints to determine prices and quantities for electricity to balance supply and demand continuously at each node. (A "node" is a point on the
network where electricity is either supplied to the network or withdrawn from the
network at a point of connection with a distribution system or large industrial consumer.) The transmission price for power physically flowing from one node to
another is then the difference between the prices at each of the nodes. Ideally,
these prices take all network interdependencies into account.
There has been a lot of controversy about which of these models is the best
one to pursue, as well as how they might be combined effectively. Some of the
controversy reflects reasonable differences of opinion about how best to create an
efficient competitive electricity market that properly reflects all of the physical complexities of electric power networks. Some of the controversy also reflects rentseeking behavior by market participants who envision financial opportunities that
emerge by creating network operating and resource allocation institutions that have
high transactions costs and are inefficient (Stoft, 1997).
Supporters of the tradable physical rights approach emphasize that it maximizes the freedom individual suppliers have to structure transactions and minimizes
the role of the network operator, which they argue is a potential monopoly "central
planner" that could abuse its authority. The network operator does not participate
directly in the bulk of the electricity market transactions, does not determine market clearing prices in day-ahead and hour-ahead markets for energy and plays only
a secondary role in managing network congestion economically.Its job is "limited"
to maintaining the physical integrity of the network, enforcing transmission rights,
managing conflicts between the exercise of rights to schedule generation and the
actual capacity of the network to accommodate schedules, buying and selling a
variety of network support and reliability services that are not self-supplied by energy
traders using the network, and measuring and settling imbalances between those
that have contracted to supply energy to serve consumers and their actual measured
consumption.
The nodal pricing approach envisions a more active and central role for the
network operator in the energy markets than does the tradable rights approach. In
particular, the network operator runs day-ahead and hour-ahead markets for energy
and ancillary network support services and uses the information obtained from
these auctions to establish a least cost merit order generator dispatch schedule that
matches demand and supply, to manage network constraints economically, and to
define market clearing prices at each supply and demand node on the network
consistent with network operating constraints. Basically, the network operator does
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what control area operators do today, except it relies on bids from competing
generators as inputs into its least cost generator dispatch optimization programs.
Proponents of the nodal pricing approach argue that the tradable rights approach
does not solve the fundamental network externality problems that arise when congestion becomes important, will lead to inefficient allocations of scarce transmission
capacity and further inefficiencies in the commitment and dispatch of generators,
and will increase transactions costs for smaller consumers and generators seeking
to participate in the market.
A related set of issues has arisen with regard to investments that increase capacity of the network to transfer energy from supply nodes to consumption nodes.
Who should be responsible for identifying economical opportunities to expand
transmission capacity, and who should pay for it? One approach would rely primarily on private parties to propose and pay for upgrades to the transmission network. The alternative vests responsibility for identifying needed transmission upgrades in the network operator and would share the costs of these facilities among
those who use the system.
Transmission investment decisions do not immediately strike me as being ideally suited to relying entirely on the invisible hand. Transmission investments are
lumpy, characterized by economies of scale and can have physical impacts throughout the network. The combination of imperfectly defined network property rights,
economies of scale and long-lived sunk costs for transmission investments, and imperfect competition in the supply of generating services can lead to either underinvestment or overinvestment in transmission at particular points on the network
if we rely entirely on market forces (Nasser, 1997). However, there is no reason why
the primary initiative for transmission upgrades should not be left to private parties,
especially if a reasonably good allocation of capacity rights, whether physical or
financial, is created. The network operator could then determine whether proposed
upgrades have adverse uncompensated effects on some users of the network, or
whether there are inadequate private market incentives for investment because of
scale economies or free-riding problems. In those cases the network operator could
identify investment projects that the transmission owners would be obligated to
build and the associate costs could be recovered from all network users. This appears to be the direction in which public policy is now moving.
Vertical Control Issues
Most of the transmission-owning utilities in the United States have ownership
interests in generators that utilize these transmission facilities. In both models of
restructuring the electricity industry, these firms would own and operate both competitive assets (generation) and regulated monopoly assets (transmission). As a result, a transmission network operator may have the incentive and ability to favor its
own generators and disfavor competitors' generators when it makes decisions about
the operation of and investments in the transmission network. Three types of
"fixes" are being proposed to deal with these potential "self-dealing" problems.
One approach involvescomplete structuralseparation of generation, transmission
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and distribution by creating separate transmissionor grid companies through vertical
divestiture of generating plants. This is the structure in England and Wales, Norway
and Argentina. In the United States, this step might be accompanied by horizontal
integration of the pieces of the transmission network presently under separate ownership, creating a smaller number of regional "grids," each with a single control area
operator. This vertical separation of ownership of generation from transmissionassets
was relativelyeasy to accomplish in other countries where restructuringtook place as
part of the privatizationof state-owned assets. It is much harder to accomplish in the
United States, since we are dealing primarilywith private firms. Nevertheless, a few
utilities are in the process of selling some or all of the generating capacity to resolve
stranded cost recoveryissues or to deal with market power problems (discussed below).
More are likely to follow in the next few years.
A second approach would require functional separation of generation, transmission and distribution within existing vertically integrated firms-essentially, separating the regulated and competitive portions of the firms into separate divisions
with separate cost accounting and limitations on communications between employees across divisions-combined with open access obligations and access pricing
rules for use of the transmission and distribution networks approved and enforced
by regulators. This approach requires the incumbent vertically integrated firms to
unbundle the services they supply, separate costs attributable to different segments,
post visible prices for these services and apply them to their own competitive transactions as well as to transactions involving third parties using their network. FERC's
Open Access Rule (Order 888 issued in 1996) embodies this approach. The problem with this approach is that it may be difficult for regulators to enforce network
access obligations, to unbundle properly the prices for competitive and monopoly
services, and to specify appropriate access prices.
A third approach is a halfway house between the first two, which embodies
the open access and unbundling requirements of the second approach while
responding to residual self-dealing concerns without waiting for generation divestiture to be accomplished. Vertically integrated utilities in a region would
turn the operationof their transmission systems over to an independent system
operator (ISO); effectively, they would lease their system to the ISO. The ISO
would be a nonprofit organization with an independent board of directors.
Then, the ISO would be responsible for all network functions over a geographic
expanse that more closely matches the physical characteristics of a synchronized alternating-current system. This approach is emerging as the primary
transition mechanism for dealing with vertical control problems in the United
States.
The reliance on ISOs raises all types of governance issues that would benefit
from further analysis. Can the ownership of the transmission assets be completely
separated from the use of these assets without distorting operating and investment
decisions? Should the ISO be public or private? Should it be a separate company
or a "cooperative" controlled by suppliers and customers? How is the ISO's board
of directors selected, who does it represent, and what are the voting rules? How is
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the ISO's management selected, what objectives is it given, and how are good performance incentives provided to the management? What role does the ISO play in
new investments in transmission facilities? How should the ISO be regulated? Policies governing the creation of ISOs are moving forward rapidly before these questions have been answered satisfactorily, and this quick movement will probably lead
to performance problems in the future.
Horizontal Market Power in the Supply of Generation Services
All of the restructuring proposals hope to encourage a competitive generation
sector that is largely free from price and entry regulation. Accordingly, issues associated with diagnosing and mitigating horizontal market power at the generation
level are attracting a lot of attention.
Concerns about horizontal market power have been heightened among U.S. policymakersin part because of the experience gained from the restructuringin England
and Wales since 1990, where various studies have shown that there is a significant
horizontal market power problem at the generation level (Green and Newbery, 1992;
Newbery, 1995;Wolfram,1996a,b;Wolak and Patrick,1996;von der Fehr and Harbord,
1993). The market power problems in England and Wales are generally attributed to
the decision of the Thatcher government to divide the old state-owned generating
assets into only three companies, two of which controlled all of the fossil plants. Moreover, some generators have strategic locations on the grid and, from time to time,
"must run for reliability."Naturally,when the generators know that they will be called
to run by the network operator to maintain network reliability (almost) regardless of
what they bid, they submit high bids. Certain generating stations at strategic locations
on the grid in England and Wales charged prices six times higher than those of other
otherwise comparable generators before the regulator imposed a price ceiling on them
(Office of ElectricityRegulation, 1992).
Since the United States enters the restructuring process with a large number
of companies with generating assets and with active wholesale markets for electricity, the challenge of creating a competitive generation sector should be less daunting. Moreover, the new CCGT technology is allowing generating plants to be built
economically at relatively small scale and with much shorter planning and construction lead times, so entry from independent producers should play an important
role in disciplining pricing behavior by incumbents.
Nevertheless, diagnosing horizontal market power associated with unregulated
supplies of generation services must confront a number of significant analytical
challenges (Borenstein et. al., 1995; Werden, 1996). It has long been recognized
that an important factor in assessing horizontal market power at the generation
level is the cost and availability of transmission capacity (Joskow and Schmalensee,
1983, ch. 12). The extent of congestion at points on a transmission network varies
widely as supply and demand conditions change, both during a day and during a
year, so that the relevant geographic markets change as well over time. Since electricity cannot be stored, considerable care must be taken in identifying what capacity is competitive under different supply and demand conditions. If demand is
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very inelastic, market power could be a potential problem even with a relatively
large number of suppliers, under certain demand and supply conditions (Borenstein and Bushnell, 1997).
Creating a reasonably competitive generation market is certainly an important
policy goal. However, creating a perfectlycompetitive generation market is not a
realistic goal. The spatial attributes of generation markets and changing network
conditions virtually assure that generation markets will never be perfectly competitive under all system conditions. But the test for deregulation of prices and entry
into generation should not be whether competition is perfect-in the sense that
prices must precisely equal marginal cost. If we applied such a test we would not
have deregulated airlines, railroads, long distance telephone companies and many
other industries. Clearly, policymakers will have to make some judgment about
when there is enough competition so that any remaining costs of imperfect markets
are less than the costs of continuing regulation.
If or when significant horizontal market power problems are identified, two
primary mechanisms are available for mitigation. One is to continue to subject
incumbent generators to some type of price regulation. This may be a necessary
solution to certain types of "local" market power problems where specific generators or groups of generators "must run for reliability." The second alternative is
to require horizontal divestiture of generating facilities as a way of creating additional independent competitive suppliers. This solution is now being pursued in
England and Wales and in California.
Regulating Residual Monopoly Services
Most of the reform proposals being discussed in the United States anticipate
that basic transmission and distribution services will continue to be provided by a
monopoly that will be subject to government regulation. There is general agreement that whatever residual monopoly services are left will be subject to "incentive
regulation" (Joskow and Schmalensee, 1986; Laffont and Tirole, 1993), or what
has now come to be called in the regulatory arena "performance-based regulation."
The general approach being pursued is some type of price cap mechanism,
which typically sets a base price, assumes that the real price will decline at some
rate over time because of productivity gains and allows for adjustments in base
prices over time for prespecified external factors, including input price inflation.
If the regulated entity can raise productivity and cut costs more quickly than expected, it can earn additional profits. This approach has been applied to AT&T
and to a growing number of local telephone companies in the United States in the
last decade, and it is applied widely to all privatized network industries in England
and Wales. But while this type of regulation can provide powerful incentives for
cost reduction, it can also provide incentives to lower costs by allowing the quality
of the services provided by the regulated firm to deteriorate. Accordingly,
performance-based regulation mechanisms are now including a growing list of customer service, reliability criteria and other performance criteria.
Almost no thought has been given to the regulatory mechanisms that will
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govern the behavior of the network operator and grid owners, especially in the
context of the independent system operator (ISO) structures that are emerging as
the favored governance structure for operating the transmission network and guiding investments to expand it. This is especially surprising in light of problems that
have emerged in both England and Wales and Argentina in stimulating appropriate
investments in transmission capacity that properly take into account the costs of
network congestion. The difficult task for these regulations is to encourage low-cost
operation while also providing incentives to make investments in transmission capacity that can cost-effectively reduce congestion on the network. As the details of
the ISO proposals are defined more clearly, the appropriate regulatory mechanisms
to apply to the management of the ISO and transmission owners will likely emerge
as an important issue.

Concluding Thoughts
Electricity restructuring and regulatory reform is likely to involve both costs
and benefits. On the benefit side, a competitive generation market can significantly
reduce many of the medium- and long-term inefficiencies discussed above. However, I think that it will be very difficult to replicate the efficiencies of central economic dispatch and network operations that characterize the operation of wellmanaged vertically integrated transmission and generation companies. There are
also likely to be additional inefficiencies associated with decentralized investments
in generation and transmission capacity due to complementarities between generation and transmission that will be difficult to capture fully in market mechanisms.
Because the motivationsfor electricitysector reform in the United Statesare being
driven largely by distributional considerations-in particular efforts to reallocate responsibilities for paying for sunk investment costs and contractual commitments-a
danger exists that, in the rush to implement reforms to satisfythe competing interest
groups, longer run efficiency considerations will not be given adequate attention. If
the restructuringof the electricitysector is done right, in a waythat effectivelyaddresses
the challenges identified in this paper, the benefits of restructuring competition and
regulatory reform can significantly outweigh the costs. But the jury is still out on
whether policymakershave the will to implement the necessary reforms effectively.
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